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Parliamentary Counsel’s letter to the Premier 

 
 
 
 
 
Dear Premier 
 
I am pleased to forward to you the 2013–14 Annual Report for the Parliamentary Counsel’s Office 
for presentation to Parliament.  
 
This report has been prepared in accordance with the Annual Reports (Departments) Act 1985 and 
includes the financial statements prepared in accordance with the Public Finance and Audit Act 
1983. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 

Don Colagiuri SC 
Parliamentary Counsel 
 
Dated: 28 October 2014 
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From the Parliamentary Counsel 

2013–14 was another challenging year for the Parliamentary Counsel’s Office (PCO), with many 

organisational changes to be managed while continuing to deliver the ongoing legislative drafting 

and publishing services required for the Government’s legislative agenda and for the legislative 

agenda of non-government Members of Parliament.   

The drafting process continues to be challenged by the increased pace of legislative reform and 

increased community and stakeholder consultation. PCO has responded by maintaining its focus on 

the timely delivery of efficient and high-quality drafting and publishing services. 

This year saw PCO move from being part of the Department of Premier and Cabinet to becoming a 

Public Service executive agency. Other organisational changes included taking on responsibility for 

the compilation and publication of the Government Gazette and engaging all staff in a knowledge 

management program to ensure PCO has access to the information it needs to continue to provide 

high quality services into the future. 

I would like to acknowledge and thank all the staff of PCO for their tireless work and outstanding 

professionalism over the past year. 

 

 
 
Don Colagiuri SC 
Parliamentary Counsel 
 

Date: 28 October 2014  
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About us 
 

The Parliamentary Counsel’s Office (PCO) is a Public Service executive agency that provides the 

Government with a comprehensive and integrated range of high quality services for drafting and 

developing legislation, publishing legislation and providing advice and information about legislation 

to government. PCO also provides drafting services to non-government Members of Parliament. PCO 

provides public access to legislation through the authorised NSW legislation website 

www.legislation.nsw.gov.au. 

 

The modern PCO derives directly from the drafting institution established in New South Wales 

approximately 136 years ago.  The appointment of the first permanent Parliamentary Draftsman was 

made on 1 June 1878.  In 1970 the Parliamentary Draftsman became known as the Parliamentary 

Counsel. There have been 10 incumbents who have served in the position since 1878.  

 

The position was responsible to the Attorney General until 1991. In 1991, PCO became a separate 

Administrative Office reporting to the Premier through the Director-General of The Cabinet Office. In 

March 2006, PCO was merged with The Cabinet Office but retained its status as a separate Office 

managed by the Parliamentary Counsel. In April 2007, PCO became a separate office within the 

Department of Premier and Cabinet (DPC) following the merger of the Premier's Department and 

The Cabinet Office. 

 

On 24 February 2014, with the commencement of the Government Sector Employment Act 2013, 

PCO became a Public Service executive agency related to the Department of Premier and Cabinet.  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/
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Our functions and services 
 

Legislative drafting and publishing services 
 

PCO operates the following 5 programs that provide drafting and publishing services to 

stakeholders:  

 Government Bills and Amendments in Committee, including the provision of publishing 

support to Parliament. 

 Statutory Instruments. 

 Environmental Planning Instruments. 

 Non-government Bills and Amendments in Committee. 

 Australasian Parliamentary Counsel’s Committee drafting, including national and uniform 

laws and the provision of secretariat functions for the Committee. 

 

Public access to legislation 
 

PCO operates the following 4 programs that provide public access to legislation and information 

about legislation: 

 NSW Legislation website, which provides for the official publication of NSW legislation. 

 Official Notification of Statutory Instruments and the Government Gazette. 

 The Legislation Database, which is an up-to-date and historical collection of NSW legislation. 

 A Legislation Information Service that responds to telephone and email inquiries about the 

status of legislation.  

 

Our clients and stakeholders 
 

The principal client of PCO is the Government, including Ministers of the Crown and Government 

agencies.  Our other stakeholders include Parliament, individual Members of Parliament and the 

public.  

PCO is a vital link in the legislative process, working with Cabinet, Parliament and officers from 

Government agencies to meet the Parliamentary program and the Subordinate Legislation program. 

PCO also works with other organisations to promote uniform legislation and plain language, and to 

further refine the content, appearance and availability of legislation. 

 

 Our Mission 
 

To provide the Government and other stakeholders with a comprehensive and 

integrated range of high quality services for the drafting and development of  

legislation, the publication of legislation, and the giving of advice and information 

about legislation. 
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Section 1   2013–14 Performance 
 

Overview 

PCO has continued to deliver its program outcomes throughout 2013–14, and the service measures 

and results of each program are detailed in the Key results of programs section of this report.  For 

ease of comparison with previous years and across jurisdictions, performance statistics for each 

program for the full year are included in this report, even though PCO was part of DPC for part of 

that year. The achievements of PCO’s key programs are summarised below. 

 

Delivering legislative drafting services 

PCO has continued to meet the demands of the NSW Government’s legislative program by 

completing a high volume of draft legislation during 2013–14. All Bills were drafted and published for 

introduction to Parliament within the required timeframes, including the drafting of urgent 

legislation for the recall of Parliament in January 2014. PCO exceeded most drafting and publishing 

targets throughout this period, particularly in the turnaround times for drafting statutory 

instruments and environmental planning instruments. 

  

Providing access to legislation 

PCO continued to provide free public access to an authoritative, up-to-date collection of NSW 

legislation through its legislation website, www.legislation.nsw.gov.au, which includes the 

comprehensive and integrated database maintained by PCO and notification and gazettal of new 

instruments and notices. PCO handled a high volume of material during 2013–14, including 

exceeding the target of updating the NSW legislation website within 3 working days, with most 

updates provided within 1 working day.  

 

PCO system developments and projects 

PCO strives to improve its internal systems to ensure it continues to deliver a high standard of 

legislative drafting and publishing services into the future.  During the reporting period 

improvements were made to the back-end systems that publish legislation on the NSW legislation 

website. This created internal efficiencies for publishing processes, improved publication speed and 

gave PCO greater control over the timing of publications. In addition, the printed page size for all 

legislation was changed from B5 to A4.  As a result of more text on the page, the overall number of 

pages reduced by 20–25% creating economies for PCO and users when printing legislation. 

 

Other developments 

During 2013–14 PCO successfully managed the establishment of PCO as a Public Service executive 

agency on 24 February 2014, the assumption of responsibility for producing and publishing the 

Government Gazette from 1 January 2014, and the establishment of a Knowledge Management 

Program to pro-actively address the identified risk of knowledge loss and the facilitation of 

succession planning.  

  

http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/
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Key results of programs 

Business Plan and results 2013–14 

 

PCO has an annual Business Plan that sets out the programs it provides.  The Business Plan includes 

performance measures, responsibility and time frames, and is subject to monthly reporting. 

 

Delivering legislative drafting services for New South Wales 

 PCO Program 1: Government Bill Drafting and Publishing 

 PCO Program 2: Statutory Instrument Drafting and Publishing 

 PCO Program 3: Environmental Planning Instrument Drafting and Publishing 

 PCO Program 4: Non-government Bill Drafting and Publishing 

 PCO Program 5: Parliamentary Counsel’s Committee Drafting Program 

 

Services that provide the public and government with access to legislation and 

information about legislation 

 PCO Program 6: NSW Legislation Website 

 PCO Program 7: Government Gazette 

 PCO Program 8: Legislation Database 

 PCO Program 9: Legislation Information Service 

 PCO Program 10: Annual Printed Volumes of Acts 

 

Maintaining and improving Office-wide services and projects 

 PCO Program 11: Knowledge Management 

 PCO Program 12: Legislative Systems Maintenance, Development and Projects 

 PCO Program 13: Cross Program Monitoring and Corporate Governance Activities 
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Delivering legislative drafting services for New South Wales 
 

Program 1—Government Bill Drafting and Publishing 
 

PCO’s main function is to draft and publish Bills and Amendments in Committee in accordance with 

the timeframes and standards required by the Government’s parliamentary program. In addition, 

PCO provides advice on legislative proposals as part of this Program. 

 

PCO, as a service to Parliament, publishes Bills and republishes amended Bills for all stages of the 

Parliamentary process and provides electronic copies for publication on the Parliament House 

website. PCO also provides bulk printed copies of introduced or republished Bills for Parliament and 

vellums for assent by the Governor. 

 

Where practicable, Bill drafting work was done on a collegiate basis. Draft Bills continued to be 

scrutinised by a group of the most senior drafters and all Bills received comprehensive editorial, 

legal, and quality assurance checks. 

 

The Cabinet Standing Committee on Legislation streamlines the process of finalising and 

programming the introduction of Government Bills. The Parliamentary Counsel attended 27 

meetings of the committee during the year and briefed it on Bills on the Committee’s agenda and on 

the status of draft Bills generally. 

 

The service measure for this Program is: 

 to meet drafting and publishing volumes and deadlines as set by the Government to the 
quality standard expected and provide support for the Bill passage process. 

 
 

2013–14 Performance 

 

This year, a total of 105 Government Bills were introduced. For reasons of confidentiality only those 

Bills introduced into Parliament or formally exposed are reported. At 30 June 2014, a number of Bills 

were completed but not proceeded with or were in the course of preparation. 

 2009–10 2010–11 2011–12 2012–13 2013–14 

Bills introduced 127 98 99 109 105 

Pages* 3,417 2,800 2,945 3,650 3,028 

Bills exposed 6 3 2 6 3 

Pages 340 139 86 423 137 

Amendments in Committee 121 96 59 67 107 

*Note: In 2013–14 the printed page size was changed from B5 to A4 enabling more text on each page.  As a result, the 

overall number of pages reduced by 20–25%. The equivalent B5 page count for 2013–14 is approximately 3,785. 
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Statute Law Revision  

The Statute Law Revision Program is a sub-program of the Bill drafting and publishing program. The 

Statute Law Revision Program has been an effective and economical means of making minor 

amendments and removing unnecessary laws. The program, which has run for almost 30 years, has 

three aspects: 

 Making minor, non-controversial amendments, sponsored by Ministers. 

 Making amendments of a purely statute law revision nature, sponsored by PCO. 

 Repealing Acts and instruments that are redundant or of no practical utility.  

 

The service measure for this sub-program is: 

 to manage the drafting and publishing for the Statute Law Revision program to the standard 
and timetable set by the Government. 

 

 

2013–14 Performance 

Two Statute Law Bills were introduced and passed. These Bills amended 96 Acts and instruments and 

repealed 5 Acts and instruments. 

 

Program 2—Statutory Instrument Drafting and Publishing 

 
PCO is responsible for the drafting and publishing of a range of statutory instruments to the 

standard and timetable requested by the Government. Statutory instruments drafted under this 

Program include regulations, rules, orders and proclamations. The Program extends to the provision 

of source data for the official publication of instruments once they have been made by the 

Governor. In addition, PCO provides advice on legislative proposals as part of this Program. The 

Staged Repeal of Subordinate Legislation Program is a sub-program. 

The statutory instruments drafted by PCO also include the Uniform Civil Procedure Rules and specific 

rules of court for the Supreme Court and other courts and tribunals. 

PCO also continued to operate the centralised scheme for notifying Parliament of regulations and 

other statutory instruments that require tabling. Under the scheme, PCO identifies and provides to 

Parliament those instruments that are required to be tabled in Parliament and which either House of 

Parliament may disallow. 

 

The service measure for this Program is: 

 to draft, publish and provide opinions (where required) on 70% of statutory instruments 
within 20 working days of receipt of instructions. 
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2013–14 Performance 

PCO continues to achieve turn-around times well above the established target, with 90 per cent of 

statutory instruments completed within 20 working days in 2013–14.  

 

 2009–10 2010–11 2011–12 2012 –13 2013 –14 

Number completed by PCO 656 761 639 724 790 

Percentage within 10 days or less 56 57 61 63 70 

Percentage within 11–20 days 19 21 21 20 20 

Percentage within 21–40 days 14 14 15 12 7 

Percentage after 40 days 11 9 4 5 3 

 

Staged Repeal of Subordinate Legislation  

The Subordinate Legislation Act 1989 provides for the staged repeal of statutory rules following the 

fifth anniversary of their date of publication. PCO manages this sub-program including drafting new 

instruments made under the sub-program. Stage 23 of the program was completed on 1 September 

2013. 

 

The service measure for this sub-program is: 

 to manage the drafting and publishing of instruments under the Staged Repeal of 
Subordinate Legislation Program in accordance with the requirements of the Subordinate 
Legislation Act 1989. 

 

 

2013–14 Performance 

Instruments dealt with by Stage 23 No. 

Total instruments dealt with under this stage 126 

Instruments dealt with that were granted postponements of repeal in previous stages 70 

Outcome of Stage 23  

Instruments granted postponement of repeal in this stage by section 11 order 83 

Instruments that had their staged repeal date extended by other amending legislation 9 

Instruments repealed under the Act by a replacement instrument or under another Act 34 

Number of new instruments drafted and made under this stage 30 

Outcome of all stages since 1990  

Number of instruments as at 1.7.1990 976 

Number of instruments as at 1.9.2014 345 

Number of pages as at 1.7.1990 15,000 

Number of pages as at 1.9.2014 7,796 

 

Note: Although the printed page size was changed from B5 to A4 for newly drafted legislation in 2013–14, the pages 

produced for this Program remained in B5 size, given the volume of work involved in converting documents to meet the 

1 September 2013 deadline.  
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Program 3—Environmental Planning Instrument  
Drafting and Publishing 
 

PCO drafts and provides legal opinions on Environmental Planning Instruments (EPIs) before they are 
made under the Environmental Planning and Assessment Act 1979. The instruments consist of state 
environmental planning policies and local environmental plans.  
 

The service measure for this Program is: 

 to draft, publish and provide opinions (where required) on 70% of environmental planning 

instruments within 20 working days of receipt of instructions. 

 

 
2013–14 Performance 
 

PCO continues to achieve turnaround times well above the established target, with 90 per cent of 

EPIs completed within 20 working days in 2013–14. 

 2009–10 2010–11 2011–12 2012–13 2013–14 

Number completed by PCO 446 565 606 740 947 

Percentage within 10 days or less 64 72 83 78 69 

Percentage within 11–20 days 32 25 12 16 21 

Percentage within 21–40 days 3 2 4 5 7 

Percentage  
after 40 days 

1 1 1 1 3 

 

Standard Local Environmental Planning Instruments  

The rollout of standard instrument local environmental plans (LEPs) for each local government area 

(LGA) continued and the program is now almost complete, with almost all LGAs having a 

comprehensive standard instrument LEP in place.  

For most of 2013–14, PCO provided a specialist service for checking and publishing maps that are 

ultimately made available to the public as high quality, zoomable PDFs on the NSW legislation 

website. From 16 June 2014 the function of checking maps was transferred to the relevant 

Department and local council. However, zoomable maps prepared by local councils are still provided 

via the NSW legislation website.  In 2013–14, PCO processed 915 sets of maps, with an average of 25 

maps per set. 

 

The service measure for this sub-program is: 

 to manage the drafting and publishing of instruments under the Standard LEP sub-program 

in accordance with deadlines and priorities negotiated with the Department of Planning and 

Infrastructure. 
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2013–14 Performance 

 

 2009–10 2010–11 2011–12 2012–13 2013–14 

Number of principal standard instrument 
LEPs officially made under section 33A 

10 17 34 50 39 

Number of other principal LEPs officially 
made that reflect current standard 
instrument template 

8 0 2 0 2 

 

 

Program 4—Non-government Bill Drafting and Publishing 
 

PCO provides a drafting service for non-government Members of Parliament. PCO drafts non-

government Bills and Amendments in Committee as requested in accordance with the Arrangements 

for the drafting of non-Government legislation as agreed to by the Government.  This is subject to 

the Government’s legislative priorities and the availability of resources. 

 

The service measure for this Program is: 

 to meet drafting and publishing volumes for non-government and private members as 
negotiated with the member and in accordance with Government arrangements for non-
government drafting. 

 

 

2013–14 Performance 

 2009–10 2010–11 2011–12 2012–13 2013–14 

Non-government Bills 
introduced 

22 18 17 16 22 

Pages* 190 229 185 207 225 

Non-government Amendments 
in Committee 

141 180 384 231 269 

*Note: In 2013–14 the printed page size was changed from B5 to A4 enabling more text on each page.  As a result, the 

overall number of pages reduced by 20–25%. The equivalent B5 page numbers for 2013–14 is approximately 281. 

 

Program 5—Parliamentary Counsel’s Committee Drafting Program  
 

The Australasian Parliamentary Counsel’s Committee (PCC) consists of heads of the legislative 

drafting offices of all Australian jurisdictions and also of New Zealand. The committee provides a 

forum for preparing uniform or complementary legislation, promoting consistent styles of legislation 

in Australia and New Zealand, benchmarking on a range of operational matters, and exchanging 

ideas. The Committee is responsible for the drafting and publishing of national uniform legislation. 

 

The Committee holds a triennial Drafting Conference for drafting staff in Australia, New Zealand and 

the region. The Committee also holds an annual IT and Business Forum for drafting offices to 

exchange information on the development of legislative drafting and publishing systems, including 

the delivery of legislative information to the public.  
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The service measure for this Program is: 

 participation in the Parliamentary Counsel’s Committee and preparation of draft uniform 
legislation in accordance with the timetable and standards set by the PCC. 

 

 

2013–14 Performance 

 

The NSW Parliamentary Counsel is the current secretary/chair of the PCC and is responsible for the 

provision of secretariat functions and for co-ordination of the Committee’s work. In 2013–14 the 

committee only met formally on one occasion, with most business conducted electronically. 

 

The NSW PCO maintains a website (www.pcc.gov.au) relating to the work of the Committee, 

including the protocol for the drafting of uniform legislation. 

 

Access to and information about legislation  

Program 6—NSW Legislation Website 
 

PCO provides free access to an authoritative, up-to-date collection of NSW legislation through its 

legislation website, www.legislation.nsw.gov.au. 

The website contains “In Force” legislation, “As Made” legislation, historical and other significant 

versions of legislation, Gazettes, Bills and Information Tables in an easily accessible and searchable 

format.  

PCO undertakes an ongoing review of the website and makes improvements as resources allow. This 

year improvements were made to back-end processing of legislative data published on the website, 

enabling faster website updates.  

The NSW legislation website delivers the following features: 

 Dynamic up-to-date collection of in force NSW Acts and subordinate legislation, including 

EPIs. This collection, in HTML format, is authorised under the Interpretation Act 1987 as 

correct.  

 Official online notification of the making of new statutory instruments, including EPIs. 

 Official publication of the Government Gazette. 

 Superseded and repealed versions of legislation to provide point in time access and searches 

(also authorised in HTML). 

 Static archival collection of Acts dating back to 1824 and a range of subordinate legislation. 

 Consultation drafts of Bills and copies of Bills (including explanatory notes) at all stages of 

the Parliamentary process and Amendments in Committee. 

 Information tables about legislation. 

 RSS feeds for users to monitor legislation.  

http://www.pcc.gov.au/
http://www.legislation.nsw.gov.au/
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The service measures for this Program are: 

 maintain the reliable, accurate and timely functioning and updating of the website, 
 monitor and maintain the website to ensure accessibility and usefulness. 

 
 

2013–14 Performance 

 

The main development on the website in the last year was the inclusion of the Government Gazette 

from 1 January 2014. The public can now access all NSW legislation and the Government Gazette 

from the one website. In addition, improved search functionality is available, making it possible to 

search across multiple gazettes with one search rather than having to browse individual editions. 

Usage of the website increased significantly from January 2014, following the inclusion of the 

Government Gazette.   

 

During 2013–14 the average number of successful hits per day to the website was 1,222,501, which 

is approximately 280 million hits over the year.  

 

 

Program 7—Notifications of Statutory Instruments and 
Publication of the Government Gazette 
 

Since 2009 PCO has provided official notification of the making of new statutory instruments on the 

NSW legislation website. Previously, these instruments were published in the printed Government 

Gazette.  

From 1 January 2014 PCO assumed responsibility for producing and publishing the Government 

Gazette. Hard copy production and distribution of the Government Gazette ceased in January 2014 

and it is now officially published on the NSW legislation website. Legislative changes were made to 

give official status to the online version of the Government Gazette. 

 

The service measures for this Program are: 

 publish new statutory instruments and new EPIs on the NSW legislation website on a 
cumulative basis each week, including urgent publications, 

 publish Government Gazettes on the NSW legislation website on a cumulative basis each 
week, including urgent publications, 

 compile and distribute the weekly email of statutory instruments, other notices and 
legislative events gazetted. 
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2013–14 Performance 

Official online notification of statutory instruments 

 

 2009–10 2010–11 2011–12 2012–13 2013–14 

Statutory instruments 

(excluding EPIs) 

     

Number officially made 384 506 436 469 420 

Pages* 2,693 4,582 3,301 4,260 2,607 

EPIs      

Number officially made  184 220 235 241 350 

Pages*  2,906 3,037 5,383 7,136 6,218 

*Note: In 2013–14 the printed page size was changed from B5 to A4 enabling more text on each page.  As a result, the 

overall number of pages reduced by 20–25%. 

Government Gazette 

59 Government Gazettes were produced from 1 January to 30 June 2014. New efficiencies and 

functionality were created with the transfer of the Government Gazette to PCO including: 

 A new search facility for the online Government Gazette collection from 2001, including the 
ability to search across multiple Gazettes.  Other Gazette content is accessible through links 
including an archive of previous Government Gazettes, Gazette Indexes and FOI Gazettes. 
The Government Gazette search database also includes all statutory instruments and 
environmental planning instruments published since 2001. 

 There is no longer a set time of publication for the Government Gazette.  While most 
Gazette Notices are published on Fridays, urgent Gazettes are officially published on other 
days, as and when required.  

 As Government Gazettes are now provided online in the form of a single numbered Gazette 
per PDF file and urgent Gazettes are no longer re-compiled into a weekly Gazette digest, 
substantial duplication of effort has been eliminated. 

 From 1 January 2014 printed copies of the Government Gazette and quarterly bound 
volumes are no longer produced and distributed and the Government Gazette Index is also 
no longer compiled. 

 

 1 Jan– 

30 June 2014 

Government 
Gazettes  

 

Number  59 

Pages 2,528 

 

Weekly email service and RSS feeds 

In association with the online publication of instruments, PCO provides a weekly email service that 

lists and links instruments officially notified on the website and other legislation events (such as Bills 

introduced and passed).  As expected, the number of subscribers declined following the introduction 

of RSS feeds the previous year but numbers appear to have stabilised in 2013–14. The RSS feeds 
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provide more timely information about legislation without the need for PCO to manually maintain 

mailing lists. As at 30 June 2013 there were 2,970 email subscribers.  

 

Program 8—Legislation Database 
 

The NSW legislation website provides public access to the Legislation Database, which is compiled in 

conjunction with PCO’s publishing activities. NSW Acts and principal statutory instruments, including 

EPIs, are captured on a systematic basis, updated when amended and stored in Standard 

Generalised Markup Language (SGML) format. All superseded versions are preserved to provide a 

point-in-time repository. The SGML collection (including In Force PDFs) represents 22.4 gigabytes of 

data. 

During 2013–14, the following current, historical and repealed SGML versions were maintained: 

 over 13,100 versions of Acts, 

 over 6,900 versions of statutory instruments (excluding EPIs), 

 over 4,700 versions of EPIs. 

 

PCO continued to make source data from the database available to government departments, 

commercial publishers, the Australasian Legal Information Institute (AustLII) and the Judicial 

Commission in XML format.  

PCO aims to capture all new Acts and instruments in SGML, and update Acts and instruments when 

amended, within three working days. In 2013–14 over 99 per cent of updates were completed within 

this turnaround time.  

PCO has a number of service measures to monitor the accuracy and integrity of the database and 

these are reported on a monthly basis.   

The service measures for this Program are: 

 capture all new Acts within 3 working days of authorisation by Parliamentary officers 

following assent, 

 capture all new principal statutory instruments, including EPIs, within 3 working days of 

publication, 

 capture other new instruments that are not drafted by the Office within 6 weeks of 

publication, 

 update Database within 3 working days of any amendment commencing or other activity. 
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2013–14 Performance 

 

 2009–10 2010–11 2011–12 2012–13 2013–14 

New Acts  
captured 

127 101 99 98 102 

New principal statutory 
instruments and EPIs captured 

86 118 78 114 97 

Amendments incorporated 
(creating a new version) 

1,997 1,313 1,325 1,409 1,720 

Other updates made 2,650 2,224 2,236 2,253 2,465 

 

Program 9—Legislation Information Service 
 

PCO provides a telephone and email service to respond to public inquiries about the status of NSW 

legislation and related matters. The service does not provide legal advice. 

 

The service measure for this Program is: 

 respond to all telephone and email inquiries with accurate, up-to-date information or by 

referral to a more appropriate source. 

 

 

2013–14 Performance 

 2009–10 2010–11 2011–12 2012–13 2013–14 

Phone inquiries 1,807 1,661 1,858 1,835 1,654 

Email inquiries 546 786 547 395 364 

 

 

Program 10—Annual Printed Volumes of Acts 
 

PCO provides source material for Annual Printed Volumes of Acts within 6 weeks of the end of the 

calendar year. 

 

The service measure for this Program is: 

 to provide source material for Annual Printed Volumes of Acts within 6 weeks of the end of 
the calendar year. 

 

 

2013–14 Performance 

 2012–13 2013–14 

Date of delivery 27 February 14 March 
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Office-wide services and projects 
 

Program 11—Knowledge Management 
 

PCO commenced the development of a formal Knowledge Management Program to facilitate 

knowledge transfer and sharing within PCO and to ensure knowledge retention.  The aim of the 

Program is to ensure consistency and the maintenance of standards in the drafting and publishing of 

NSW legislation for coming decades. The Program is also proactively addressing the identified risk at 

PCO of information being lost with retirements and staff movements. 

The service measure for this Program is: 

 report annually on back-capture of information and development of new information 
resources (including report on activities of the Knowledge Management Committee). 

 

 

2013–14 Performance 

 

PCO’s  Knowledge Management Committee was formally established in February 2014 with a brief 

to deliver a new knowledge management system including an interactive wiki-style tool for storing, 

posting and disseminating knowledge, both formal and informal. As well as overseeing the initial 

development of these tools, the Knowledge Management Committee will have ongoing 

responsibility to maintain and promote the information resources held by PCO.  

 

By the end of 2013–14 the Committee had undertaken a stocktake of information resources, was 

developing a plan for the back-capture of information, and had commenced the investigation of 

suitable software for the wiki-style knowledge management tool.  

 

Program 12—Legislative Systems Maintenance,            
Development and Projects 
 

The service measure for this Program is: 

 report annually on performance, including any outages. 

 

 

2013–14 Performance 

During 2013–14 there were no unplanned outages to IT and communications systems and there 

were no outages that prevented staff from undertaking their day-to-day operations. Staff using 

remote VPN access to PCO systems also had no unplanned outages to services that prevented their 

daily operations. System developments included replacing webservers with virtual servers, 

upgrading the back-end publishing system that pushes data from LEGIS to the NSW legislation 

website, and moving PCO email system from GroupWise to Outlook. 
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Program 13—Cross Program Monitoring and Corporate  
Governance activities 
 

This Program covers budget expenditure and trends and personnel matters that are covered 

elsewhere in this Annual Report. 

 

Management review 

PCO has an extensive process for the continual monitoring and review of its operations to ensure 

that it meets its service measures and continues to deliver high quality drafting services for NSW.  

 

Achieving Service Measures 

The mechanisms for this are: 

 Formulation and publication of an annual Business Plan detailing the projects and service 
measures for the coming financial year. 

 Monthly review of progress against the Plan by collation of statistics and data for the 
Monthly Report for review by the Parliamentary Counsel. 

 Purpose-built reporting tools within LEGIS to enable drafting program managers to monitor 
the progress of projects against agreed turnaround times. 

 Weekly meeting between the Parliamentary Counsel and Director, Legislative Services and 
Publications to discuss priorities, the legislative timetable, staffing and Office resources, 
legislative compliance requirements and to identify any emerging issues. 

 Monthly meeting of the Business Process Committee, which has oversight of business 
process and systems development. The Committee is constituted of representatives from 
the key stakeholder areas of PCO, that is, representatives from management, information 
technology, drafting, editorial and publishing teams. The Committee receives status updates 
about current projects and operational matters at each meeting and considers any arising 
problems or issues. The Committee receives briefings on capital expenditure. It also 
identifies, assesses and prioritises new projects to streamline processes. 

 

Providing reviews of drafting to ensure quality standards 

To ensure the highest levels of quality in terms of professional standards, accuracy and consistency, 

PCO has the following comprehensive review and quality control process: 

 Multiple checking processes—there is a tiered process for legal and editorial checking for all 
draft legislation. 

 Bill Review Group—this Group reviews draft Bills and any other critical instruments. It is 
comprised of the senior drafters at PCO being the Parliamentary Counsel, Deputy 
Parliamentary Counsel, Senior Assistant Parliamentary Counsel and other senior drafters as 
required.  Using their extensive breadth of knowledge and experience, the Group identifies 
any drafting, legal, language or consistency issues with draft Bills.  

 Quality Assurance Manager—independently monitors all legislative publications produced 
by PCO to ensure that quality is consistent and standards are maintained and conducts the 
final quality check of all draft Bills before they are printed for Parliament. 
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 Legal Officer Meetings—the Officers meet in the lead-up to Parliamentary sitting weeks to 
discuss the legislative program, provide a workshop forum for issues and undertake both 
formal and informal professional development activities. 

 

Participating in forums for feedback and benchmarking 

PCO also engages in the following review activities: 

 The Parliamentary Counsel is the Secretary/Chair of the Australasian Parliamentary 
Counsel’s Committee (PCC), which provides a forum for benchmarking activities with other 
Australasian jurisdictions and has a review mechanism in place for national legislation. 

 Representatives from PCO attend the annual PCC IT and Business Forum, which provides an 
effective mechanism for exchanging technical and operational information, seeking solutions 
to common problems and evaluating new and emerging technology in the legislative drafting 
and publishing fields. 

 Drafters from PCO attend the PCC Drafting Conference, which is held every three years and 
provides a forum for drafters to exchange ideas, keep up to date on the latest drafting 
developments and learn from the experience of other jurisdictions.  Junior drafters are 
particularly encouraged to attend this conference to complement their on-the-job training. 

 PCO is also active in developing the legislative drafting profession internationally through 
ongoing involvement in the Commonwealth Association of Legislative Counsel. The NSW 
Parliamentary Counsel was elected to the Governing Council of the Association in 2013. 

 

Challenges 

PCO has met some additional challenges in the reporting period and some of these will be ongoing in 

the next 12 months, including: 

 The establishment of PCO as an executive agency has had an impact on the operations of the 
Office.  It has resulted in PCO being required to establish a separate financial and banking 
structure and meet compliance requirements previously covered by the Department of 
Premier and Cabinet (eg risk management and financial audits, preparation of an Annual 
Report, separate policies on a range of matters). Due to PCO’s small staff size, this has 
resulted in an increased workload for the small number of administrative staff, particularly 
during the transition period.  

 New government staffing practices were introduced with the commencement of the 
Government Sector Employment Act 2013 (GSE Act).  PCO is working towards the 
implementation of changes, including the review and implementation of the new senior 
executive structure that is planned for 2014–15. Documentation, including role descriptions, 
performance assessment material and recruitment material also needs to be reviewed to 
include the new GSE Act requirements and incorporate the Capability Framework. Again, 
due to PCO’s small staff size and the need to fit this work around the peak workloads of 
Parliamentary sitting periods, this work must be incorporated into the existing workloads at 
PCO. 

 An ongoing challenge for PCO is the management of externally driven drafting workloads. 
PCO’s drafting services are largely demand-driven according to the Government’s legislative 
agenda. As a result, PCO has to manage fluctuating and varying drafting requirements, often 
with differing levels of complexity. In addition to balancing workloads, this can make 
meaningful service measures problematic, as PCO often cannot control its work flow in 
terms of volume and qualitative complexity. PCO manages this challenge by maintaining a 
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multi-skilled staff who can work across all programs, utilising contract drafters where 
necessary and maintaining good working relationships and clear communication lines with 
key client agencies. 

 Succession planning across all areas of the Office is a further challenge that is covered in the 
Human Resources section of this report. 

 

Projects and planning 

Ongoing projects 

 Executive agency transition—involves the ongoing review of internal policies to meet 
compliance and auditing requirements. 

 GSE Act implementation, including Senior Executive re-structure—includes review of senior 
executive role descriptions, performance management system and recruitment process to 
reflect new requirements, including incorporating the Capability Framework. 

 Knowledge Management Program—includes the development of wiki-style software for an 
interactive internal knowledge management system and the back-capture of information 
into that system. 

 

Future projects and planning 

A range of projects have been identified for planning and implementation in the next 1–3 years that 

will include:  

 improvements to navigation and accessibility on the NSW legislation website,  

 enhancement of in-house procedures and tools to increase efficiency (including investigating 
electronic checking tools and developing additional LEGIS reporting functions), 

 improvements in network connectivity and preparation for relocation of servers to the 
government data centre, 

 managing the impact of proposed planning reforms on drafting and publishing workloads, 

 investigating streamlined procedures for the collation and publication of the Government 
Gazette, 

 managing the production and distribution of printed Annual Printed Volumes of Acts from 
2014–15 onwards—PCO will take over responsibility for this program, which was previously 
co-ordinated by the Strategic Communications Branch of the Department of Premier and 
Cabinet. 

 

As 2015 is a State government election year, PCO drafting workloads will be affected in the pre- and 

post-election periods. 
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Section 2   Human Resources 
 

Structure and organisation 

 

PCO is a Public Service executive agency in the Premier and Cabinet cluster and is responsible to the 

Premier. The Parliamentary Counsel is the Agency Head. 

 

As at 30 June 2014, PCO employed 53 staff, with an equivalent full-time staff of 44.7. Approximately 

half the staff are legislative drafters. The executive staff and legal officers are principally involved in 

the drafting and development of legislation and in providing the range of legal and administrative 

services associated with these activities. The balance of PCO staff includes editorial, publishing, IT, 

administrative and support staff who are multi-skilled and cross-trained to work across all 

publications areas as workload demands require.  

 

In addition, PCO engages three contract drafters who work on a project basis, providing PCO with 

increased flexibility to meet peak drafting demands. 

 

Staff profile 

The following table shows the number of PCO staff by employment category and gender over four 

years. 

 

PCO staff by employment category and gender 

As at 30 June 2011 30 June 2012 30 June 2013 30 June 2014 

Gender M F M F M F M F 

Permanent  
full-time  

8 9 7 17 7 18 11 15 

Permanent 
part-time 

- 9 - 9 - 7 1 7 

Temporary 
full-time 

- 5 1 2 1 3 2 2 

Temporary 
part-time 

- - 1 2 1 -- 1 - 

SES 6 4 6 4 6 3 6 3 

On long term 
leave without 
pay* 

- 2 - 1 - 1 - 5 

Total by 
gender 
 

14 38 15 35 15 32 21 32 

Total 52 50 47 53 

 
* Note: Several staff on long-term leave without pay on 30 June 2014 had historically been on a mixture of full-time and 

part-time arrangements before departure on leave. It was therefore difficult to clearly classify them as either full-time or 

temporary employees as at that date.  
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Organisation chart  

As at 30 June 2014 
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Workforce diversity 

PCO is committed to promoting workforce diversity in employment and eliminating discrimination. 

All data shown in the tables below has been sourced from the Public Service Commission’s 

Workforce Profile and are based on the Headcount of Non-casual Employees at the Census Date. 
 

Representation of Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO) groups at PCO 

Gender No. % 

All Genders 53  

Male 21 39.62 

Female 32 60.37 

 

EEO Survey Response Rate  No. % 

EEO Survey Response rate  81.13 

Non-casual employees 53  

Respondents to EEO survey 43  

 

Disability No. 

Total EEO respondent to Disability 41 

Total disabilities 4 

Disability requiring adjustment at work 1 

Disability requiring no adjustment at work 3 

Disability where adjustment is not recorded - 

No disability 37 

Withdrawn - 

Missing 12 

 

Ethnicity No. 

Total EEO respondent to Ethnicity 41 

Person from a Racial, Ethnic or Ethno-Religious Minority 11 

Person not from a Racial, Ethnic or Ethno-Religious Minority Group 30 

Withdrawn - 

Missing 12 

 

Language No. 

Total EEO respondent to Language 42 

Other language 8 

English 34 

Withdrawn - 

Missing 11 

 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander No. 

Total EEO respondent to ATSI 43 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 1 

Aboriginal 1 

Torres Strait Islander - 

Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander - 

Not Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander 42 

Withdrawn - 

Missing 10 
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Staffing, policies and practices 

PCO is committed to complying with legislative requirements and NSW public sector policies and 

procedures. PCO regularly reviews, updates and develops new policies to improve its governance 

and performance. Policies and procedures are available on the intranet for all PCO staff. 

 

In 2013 PCO commenced a gap analysis and review of its policies to help simplify and streamline 

policy content. However, since becoming an executive agency in February 2014, this review has been 

extended to include additional compliance areas that did not previously apply to PCO when it was 

part of another department. PCO will launch the updated policies during the 2014–15 year.  In the 

interim, PCO continues to apply the relevant Department of Premier and Cabinet policies. 

 

Learning and development 

PCO is committed to developing its staff and recognises the need to plan effectively for resourcing 

its future workforce. PCO has developed a Workforce Plan that captures PCO’s approach to matching 

its workforce requirements to business objectives. The plan enables PCO to have the right people in 

the right place to deliver successful outcomes for its internal and external stakeholders.  PCO is 

proactively addressing succession planning and knowledge transfer and sharing with its new 

Knowledge Management Program. 

Appropriate training is integral to the development and maintenance of professional standards and 

quality control processes. Training for legislative drafters is carried out at two levels: 

 

 Junior officers work under the 

supervision of a senior officer, 

which allows for training, 

mentoring, coaching and 

knowledge transfer on a one-to-

one basis.  

 

 Formal training is also made 

available to drafters through 

participation in external drafting 

conferences, in-house courses, 

and meetings involving structured 

reading and discussion. This 

continuing legal education 

program meets the ongoing 

requirements for lawyers and is 

approved by the NSW Bar 

Association and the Law Society of 

NSW. 
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PCO aims to provide all drafting and publishing staff with skills and experience across all program 

areas  to meet the varying peak periods for each drafting and publishing program. This requires a 

broad training program for staff, which includes specialist areas such as EPI drafting, database 

management, editorial and publishing skills, as well as training in new areas of technology.  A range 

of in-house training activities were run in 2013–14 to address these specialist areas. 

 

Individuals undertaking relevant study to further develop their skills were assisted with study leave 

in 2013–14. 

 

Performance development 

All staff are subject to formal performance management systems, involving performance 

agreements and progress and annual reviews. The systems are kept under review and all staff are 

informed of any new developments.  

 

Challenges 
An ongoing challenge is to maintain the drafting capacity of PCO. A number of long term senior 

drafters are employed at PCO. A succession plan has been in place for some time but the need to 

recruit and retain skilled drafters for future years remains critical. PCO also needs to accommodate 

flexible work practices, parental leave and other career breaks. The lead time in training effective 

drafters is in the order of seven years and there is a world-wide shortage in this highly specialised 

field.  

 

In the past two years, PCO has undertaken entry and mid-level recruitment activities in order to 

address this challenge and also commenced the development of a Knowledge Management Program 

in 2013 to provide a repository for drafting and other information and to enhance drafter training. 

PCO also maintains a panel of part-time contract drafters who are very experienced drafters who 

have retired from full-time employment as drafters. 

 

Exceptional movements in wages, salaries or allowances  

There were no exceptional movements in wages, salaries or allowances. A salary increase of 2.27 per 

cent was paid to Clerks and Senior Officers in accordance with the Crown Employees (Public Sector — 

Salaries 2008) Award. The Statutory and Other Offices Remuneration Tribunal determined a 

performance-based increase of 2.5 per cent for SES officers, effective from 1 October 2013. All 

increases were subject to satisfactory assessment of performance. No adjustments were made to 

the recruitment and retention allowances. 
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Senior management including remuneration 

In accordance with Public Service Commission Circular 2014–09, the following information is 

provided about Senior Executives at PCO, noting:  

 a person who is temporarily assigned, seconded or otherwise acting in a senior executive 
role or in a higher band at the end of the reporting year is taken to be employed in that role 
and band.  Four temporary assignments were in place as at 30 June 2014. 

 transitional former senior executives in the Public Service (ie former SES and former Senior 
Officers) are taken to be Public Service senior executives and employed in the equivalent 
band.  

 transitional former senior executives in the Public Service and other executives not within 
the Public Service are reported within a band that includes the remuneration package (or if 
the remuneration package does not fit within a band, the closest remuneration package) to 
which the executive is entitled. 
 

 

Senior Executives by Band and Gender*  

Band Male Female As at 30 June 2014 

Band 4 - - - 

Band 3 1 - 1 

Band 2 1 3 4 

Band 1 6 4 10 

TOTAL 8 7 15 

 
 
 

Senior Executives by Band and Remuneration* 

Band Range* 

($) 

Average remuneration* 

2013-14 ($) 

Band 4 422,501–488,100 - 

Band 3 299,751–422,500 465,500 

Band 2 238,301–299,750 279,268 

Band 1 167,100–238,300 187,723 

 
* Includes Recruitment Allowances 

 
In 2013–14, a total of 46.7% of PCO’s employment related expenditure was related to senior 
executives.  
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Section 3   Corporate governance 
 

As a public sector organisation, PCO complies with government policies and reporting requirements. 

PCO meets external governance and compliance for business performance. This section outlines 

PCO’s key corporate services and governance functions, statutory reporting requirements and audit 

and risk management reporting. 

 

PCO falls within the provisions of clause 15 of the Annual Reports (Departments) Regulation 2010, 

which provides an exemption for small departments to report annually on certain matters. In 

accordance with that exemption, the following matters will be formally reported in PCO’s annual 

report on a triennial basis: 

 Disability plans. 

 Work force diversity. 

 Multicultural policies and services program. 

 Occupational health and safety. 

 Waste. 

However, as this is PCO’s first report as an executive agency, some information has been provided 

about these areas in this report. 

Aboriginal employment 

PCO aims to improve Aboriginal employment, access and workforce participation but, due to the 

small size of PCO, there are limited opportunities. During 2013–14 an indigenous drafting officer 

from PCO was a mentor to a cadet in the Department of Premier and Cabinet’s indigenous cadetship 

program and continues to be actively involved in assisting indigenous staff within the sector. 

 

PCO will be formally reporting triennially on this matter as it is a small agency. 

Audit and risk management 

In accordance with Treasury Circular TC 09/08 Internal Audit and Risk Management Policy, the 

Parliamentary Counsel is required to provide an annual statement attesting to compliance with the 

core requirements of Treasury Policy Paper TPP 09/05 Internal Audit and Risk Management Policy 

for the NSW Public Sector.  

 
TC 09/08 also provides that Department heads may consider other strategies to achieve the Policy’s 
core requirements such as establishing, through central agency coordination, a cluster-based, 
sharing arrangement for internal audit governance and resourcing. In 2013–14 PCO was covered by 
the risk management policies and practices of DPC but it has arranged to have a shared committee 
arrangement in place from 2014–15 onwards. 
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Internal Audit and Risk Management Statement for the  

2013–2014 Financial Year for the Parliamentary Counsel’s Office 
 

I, Don Colagiuri, Parliamentary Counsel, am of the opinion that the Parliamentary Counsel’s Office  

has internal audit and risk management processes in operation that are, in all material respects, 

compliant with the core requirements set out in Treasury Circular NSW TC 09/08 Internal Audit and 

Risk Management Policy.   

 

The Parliamentary Counsel’s Office was covered by the Audit and Risk Management Committee for 

the Department of Premier and Cabinet for the 2013–14 financial year. I, Don Colagiuri, 

Parliamentary Counsel, am of the opinion that the Audit and Risk Management Committee for the 

Department of Premier and Cabinet is constituted and operates in accordance with the independence 

and governance requirements of Treasury Circular NSW TC 09/08.  

 

The Chair and Members of the Audit and Risk Committee are: 

 Independent Chair, Arthur Butler    (Jan. 2014 – Dec. 2017) 

 Independent Member, Bruce Turner   (Jan. 2014 – Dec. 2017) 

 Independent Member, Gerardine Brus   (Oct. 2013 – Oct.  2017)  

 Non-independent Member, Simon Smith (Dec. 2013 – Nov. 2017) 

 Non-independent Member, Phil Minns (Apr. 2014 – Mar. 2018) 

 

These processes provide a level of assurance that enables the senior management of the 

Parliamentary Counsel’s Office to understand, manage and satisfactorily control risk exposures. 

 

As required by the policy, I have submitted an Attestation Statement outlining compliance with the 

policy to Treasury on behalf of the Treasurer. 

 

 

Don Colagiuri SC 

Parliamentary Counsel 

Date: 25 August 2014 

 

 

Consumer response 

PCO is committed to providing quality customer services through courteous and prompt assistance. 

During the reporting period PCO did not receive any formal complaints. 

 

The Business Process Committee considers any feedback or suggestions received and in the 

reporting period considered issues raised with the printing of legislation not available in PDF, the 

user experience of the NSW legislation website homepage and accessibility of the Government 

Gazette on the website. 

 

PCO frequently receives compliments and expressions of appreciation for its work, indicating a high 

level of customer satisfaction. During the reporting period PCO surveyed law librarians, who are 

regular users of the NSW legislation website, and received favourable feedback on the inclusion of 

the Government Gazette and related search tools, and the website generally. 
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During 2014–15 PCO will be developing complaint handling guidelines that will be made available on 

our website. Options available to the public to obtain or request information, or to provide 

feedback, include telephone enquiries and email, with relevant contact details available on PCO’s 

websites.  

 

Digital Information Security Policy  

A department head is required to attest annually to the adequacy of its digital information and 

information systems security.  

 

 

Information Security Statement for the  

2013–2014 Financial Year for the Parliamentary Counsel’s Office 

 

I, Don Colagiuri, Parliamentary Counsel, confirm that information security is important to the 

Parliamentary Counsel’s Office (PCO) and a risk-based approach is taken with regards to the 

implementation of security controls.  

 

PCO has in place the separate components making up an Information Security Management System 

(ISMS) and meets the relevant requirements of the Digital Information Security Policy for the NSW 

Public Sector.  Work is progressing on finalising the overarching documentation that will complete 

the ISMS.  

 

I am of the opinion that adequate security controls are in place to mitigate identified risks to the 

digital information systems of the PCO. 

 

 

 

Don Colagiuri 

Parliamentary Counsel 

 

Date: 16 October 2014 

 

 

Disability Action Plan 

The Disability Services Act 1993 and the NSW Government’s Disability Policy Framework require all 

government agencies to publish a Disability Action Plan. Due to being part of DPC in recent years, 

PCO has adopted the Disability Action Plan of DPC insofar as it applies to PCO (recognising that PCO 

is located at different premises and maintains its own website). 

 

Due to its establishment as a separate agency in 2014, PCO will be developing its own Disability 

Action Plan during 2014–15. PCO will be reporting triennially on the Plan as it is a small agency.  

However, PCO currently has practices in place to ensure that people with disabilities are catered for 

in its operations and service deliveries. The following information is provided about those measures: 
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 Building access—there is disabled access, including lifts and bathrooms for the disabled. 

 Workplace adjustments—workplace adjustments and flexible working arrangements are 
provided for employees with disabilities. 

 Accessible web design—PCO’s websites and intranet have been developed to ensure 
content is available to the widest possible audience, including readers using assistive 
technology or accessibility features. By adhering to guidelines for accessible web design, PCO 
acknowledges the diversity of communication methods, available technologies and abilities 
of web-users in the community.  PCO strives to maintain conformance to W3C's Web 
Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG). PCO is currently undertaking a full review of the 
NSW legislation website, including frames, to achieve the necessary conformance under the 
WCAG. 

 Provision of legislation for the visually impaired—access keys are available on the NSW 
legislation website to enable vision impaired users to skip directly to relevant content areas 
on a page. Copies of legislation in electronic format are also provided on request, at no cost, 
for the visually impaired and the visually impaired can also access legislation in PDF format 
using the accessibility tools in software products.  

 Assistance for hearing and speech impaired persons—customers and staff can access PCO 
services using the National Relay Service (NRS).  PCO staff utilise the NRS to contact clients 
who use the TTY service. 

 Recruitment information—PCO’s Guide for Job Applicants encourages suitably qualified 
applicants who have a disability to apply and to discuss any special requirements with the 
contact officer for the particular role.  

 Plain legal language—the use and application of plain legal language to drafting (including 
the preparation of any new legislation relating to disability) optimises access to legislation by 
all users, including those with a disability.   
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Equal employment opportunities 

PCO is committed to the NSW Government’s goals of a workplace culture displaying fair practices 

and behaviours, and improved employment access and participation for Equal Employment 

Opportunity (EEO) groups.  

 

Due to being part of DPC in recent years, PCO has adopted the EEO Management Plan of DPC as 

applicable to PCO.  The DPC Plan has been developed to facilitate the identification and removal 

of systemic barriers to the participation and promotion in employment of EEO groups, including: 

 Women.  

 People with a disability requiring adjustment at work. 

 People from racial, ethnic and ethno-religious minority groups.  

 People whose first language was not English.  

 Aboriginal People and Torres Strait Islanders.  
 

Due to its establishment as a separate agency in 2014, PCO will be developing its own Equal 

Employment Opportunity Management Plan during 2014–15.   

 

Government information 

To promote open, accountable, fair and effective government in NSW, members of the public have a 

right to access government information. PCO is continually aiming to increase access to legislation 

and information about legislation for lawyers, researchers and other users of legislation. 

 

The Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009 (GIPA Act) provides for public access to 

government-held information and the proactive public release of government information. This right 

is restricted only when there is an overriding public interest against disclosing the particular 

information.  

 

It is noted that many of the documents kept by PCO cannot be released as they are Cabinet 

documents or documents attracting legal professional privilege and there is an overriding public 

interest against disclosing these documents to the public. 

 

Review and proactive release of information program 

Under section 7 of the GIPA Act, agencies must review their programs for the release of government 

information to identify the kinds of information that can be made publicly available. This review 

must be undertaken at least once every 12 months. PCO has assessed and released the following 

documents to the public: 

 

Policies and information publications 

 PCO’s Code of Conduct. 

 Manual for the Drafting of Non-Government Legislation. 

 Policies relating to plain language and gender-neutral expression. 

http://www.pco.nsw.gov.au/corporate/codepco.pdf
http://www.pco.nsw.gov.au/corporate/man-ngd.pdf
http://www.pco.nsw.gov.au/corporate/plainlanguagepol.pdf
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Information sheets 

 Automatic Parliamentary Tabling Scheme. 

 Notification of Statutory Instruments (including Environmental Planning Instruments). 

 Online Gazettal. 

 Online notification of delegated Local Environmental Planning Instruments. 

 Council information for delegated plan-making. 

 Staged Repeal of Statutory Rules. 

 Notification of miscellaneous statutory instruments that were not drafted by PCO. 

 Technical requirements for the publishing of miscellaneous statutory instruments. 
 

Circulars and memoranda 

 NSW Legislation website: Authorisation of Online Legislation and Online Notification of New 
Statutory Instruments (Ministerial Memorandum M2009–02, 23 January 2009). 

 On-Line Access to NSW Legislation (Premier’s Department Circular C2002-38, 29 July 2002.) 
 
These documents are available to the public on PCO’s corporate website, www.pco.nsw.gov.au, or 

may be obtained by contacting PCO by telephone or email. 

 

Release of information in 2013–14 

 PCO’s program for the proactive release of information involves increasing the availability of 
historical information about legislation on the NSW legislation website. In 2013–14 PCO 
completed a back-capture of bills from 1999–2002 and published the information on the 
NSW legislation website. 

 In 2013–14 PCO assumed responsibility for producing and publishing the Government 
Gazette and published an Information Sheet on Online Gazettal to assist users.  

 PCO also reviews any information sought and released pursuant to GIPA access applications 
received over the financial year to determine whether it should be released to the public, 
generally, as well as to the applicant. During the reporting period, no requests were 
received. 

 

Number of access applications received, refused and statistical information 

Clauses 7 (b) and (c) of the Government Information (Public Access) Regulation 2009 (GIPAR) require 

agencies to report on the number of applications received and refused respectively: 

 

GIPA Act Applications 2013–14 No. 

Number of access applications received—clause 7 (b) GIPAR 0 

Number of refused applications for Schedule 1 information—clause 7 (c) GIPAR 0 

 
Under GIPAR clause 7 (d), statistical information is required to be provided about access applications 

in the format set out in Schedule 2 to GIPAR.  As no applications were received, no statistics are 

provided. 

http://www.pco.nsw.gov.au/corporate/APTS.pdf
http://www.pco.nsw.gov.au/corporate/SIs_IS.pdf
http://www.pco.nsw.gov.au/corporate/lg_delegations_information.pdf
http://www.pco.nsw.gov.au/corporate/SR_IS.pdf
http://www.pco.nsw.gov.au/corporate/MSI_IS.pdf
http://www.pco.nsw.gov.au/corporate/MSI_TR.pdf
http://www.pco.nsw.gov.au/
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Multicultural policies and services 

The Community Relations Commission and Principles of Multiculturalism Act 2000 requires all 

government agencies to report on their key initiatives. Due to being part of DPC in recent years, PCO 

has adopted DPC’s Multicultural Policies and Services Plan as applicable to PCO. Due to its 

establishment as a separate agency in 2014, PCO will be developing its own Multicultural Policies 

and Services Plan during 2014–15.  PCO will be reporting triennially on the Plan as it is a small 

agency.   

 

PCO supports the principles of multiculturalism and currently has practices and policies in place 

which will be reflected in the Plan.  These include ensuring the promotion of plain language, 

awareness of cross-cultural issues arising in drafting, facilitating easy access to legislation, promoting 

a culturally diverse workforce and accommodating cultural requirements in the workplace where 

possible. PCO has not entered into any agreements with the Community Relations Commissioner 

under the Community Relations Commission and Principles of Multiculturalism Act 2000. 

 

Privacy Management Plan 

Clause 6 of the Annual Reports (Departments) Regulation 2010 requires a statement of the action 

taken by PCO in complying with the requirements of the Privacy and Personal Information Protection 

Act 1998 (the PPIP Act), and statistical details of any review conducted by or on behalf of PCO under 

Part 5 of that Act.  

 

Due to the small size of PCO, it has adopted the Privacy Management Plan of DPC. Staff are able to 

access the Plan via a link on PCO’s intranet. PCO’s corporate website contains a Privacy Notice 

advising that personal information will be handled in accordance with the PPIP Act. 

 

No internal reviews were conducted by or on behalf of PCO under Part 5 of the PPIP Act during 

2013–14. 

 

Public Interest Disclosures 

The Public Interest Disclosures Act 1994, section 31, requires each public authority to prepare an 

annual report on its obligations under the Act.  

 

In accordance with clause 4 of the Public Interest Disclosures Regulation 2011, the following 

information is provided on public interest disclosures for the period 1 July 2013 to 30 June 2014:  

 

Public Interest Disclosures 2013–14 No. 

Public interest disclosures made by public officials in performing their day to day functions 0 

Public interest disclosures not covered by the above that are made under a statutory or other legal obligation 0 

All other public interest disclosures 0 

Number of public interest disclosures relating to possible or alleged:  

 corrupt conduct 0 

 maladministration 0 
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 serious and substantial waste of public money 0 

 government information contraventions  0 

 local government pecuniary interest contraventions 0 

Total  number of public interest disclosures received 0 

 

PCO adopts the DPC Public Interest Disclosures Policy and has an internal reporting policy.  Actions 

taken to ensure staff awareness of the policy and the protections under the Act are:  

 The policy is available on PCO’s intranet. 

 The policy is included in the staff induction kit. 

 Reference to the Public Interest Disclosures Act 1994 has been included in other PCO 
policies. 

 

Section 6CA of the Public Interest Disclosures Act 1994 requires each public authority to provide a 

report for each six month period to the Ombudsman on its compliance with that Act. As PCO was 

part of the Department of Premier and Cabinet prior to 24 February 2014, PCO’s statistics were 

previously included with DPC’s statistics and reporting.  PCO will commence collation and retention 

of its own statistics in the 2014–15 year in order to meet these reporting requirements. 

 

Waste 

PCO is committed to the NSW Government’s Waste Reduction and Purchasing Policy (WRAPP). This 

policy is designed to help staff reduce the generation of waste, treat waste as a potential resource 

and increase the use of recycled materials.  Specific initiatives at PCO include: 

 Co-mingled recycling bins are located in every workspace and meeting room; putrescible 
waste is handled separately. 

 A toner cartridge recycling program is in place and 100% of cartridges are returned for reuse. 

 Network printers default to double-sided printing. 

 Legislation layout has been changed from B5 to A4 to utilise more of the page and reduce 
the total printed pages of legislation by 20–25%. 

 The website is used as the main means of publication wherever possible, rather than issuing 
paper publications (for example, the Government Gazette is now only available online).  

 Recycled-content printing paper and other products are routinely purchased. 

 Paper usage has been reduced through forwarding and filing documents electronically, 
where appropriate. 

 Internal information for staff is published on PCO’s intranet or distribution by email, rather 
than in paper format. 

 Online purchasing systems are used so that transactions are supported by electronic 
purchase orders, eliminating the need for paper based approvals and record-keeping. 

 Online applications are used for leave and records of attendance. 
 

PCO will be formally reporting triennially on this matter as it is a small agency. 
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Work health and safety 

PCO is committed to ensuring the health and safety of workers engaged in carrying out the work of 

PCO and of visitors to the premises. PCO places a strong emphasis on the prevention of accidents 

and injuries, the early notification of injuries and the supportive management of claims to facilitate a 

speedy return to work. There were no workers’ compensation claims in 2013–14. 

 

The Work Health and Safety Committee meets during the year and reviews the measures taken to 

ensure Work Health and Safety (WHS) practices are appropriate. The committee reports to staff.  

 

PCO continued to ensure the safety of staff by training staff in emergency evacuation exercises and 

first aid. Two evacuation exercises took place within the reporting period. Specific training was 

provided for Fire Wardens and First Aid Officers. Ten workspace assessments were conducted in 

2013–14. PCO has Printing Room Safety Guidelines for its print room. 

 

PCO facilitates corporate wellbeing activities. It encourages participation in the Global Corporate 

Challenge, a workplace health and wellness program aimed at changing the behaviour and 

improving the health of employees around the world by promoting 10,000 steps per day. The Office 

also provides a free counselling service to all employees and immediate family through Converge 

International. 

 

PCO provides staff with annual influenza vaccinations with 28 staff being vaccinated in April 2014. 

PCO will be formally reporting triennially on this matter as it is a small agency. 
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Section 4   Administration, Funding and Expenditure 
 

Account payment performance 

Aged analysis at the end of each quarter 
Due to the separation from DPC on 24 February 2014, PCO is unable to report separately on account 

payment performance for the 2013–14 year.  As at 30 June 2014, the finance system and accounts 

were still being transitioned and PCO's account payments were processed under a DPC cost centre 

for the whole reporting period. Data about payment performance by cost centre is unavailable.  

Budget performance 

The net cost of services at 30 June 2014 was $9,190,116. This was $183,031 under budget. This 

result was primarily due to employment-related expenses being under budget due to staffing 

vacancies and staff being on long term leave without pay. 

 

It is noted that the financial statements included in this report are for the period 24 February 2014 

to 30 June 2014. The above net cost of services information relates to the full year and is provided to 

give a true picture of PCO’s budget performance during the 2013–14 reporting period. 

 

Consultants 

No consultants were engaged by PCO during the 2013–14 year. 

 

Controlled entities and subsidiaries 

PCO has no other entities under its control and no public sector subsidiaries. 

 

Corporate services 

PCO carries out many of its corporate support functions but the high volume services such as payroll, 

personnel records and payment of accounts and some specialised personnel and financial 

management services have been outsourced since 1 July 1996.  The current provider is ServiceFirst 

under a service partnership arrangement. 
 

Credit card certification 

PCO’s credit card policy and procedures outline conditions for eligibility, usage and management of 

PCO credit card. These are consistent with NSW Government policy as outlined in relevant Treasury 

Circulars and Treasurer’s Directions. 

 

The Parliamentary Counsel certifies that credit card use in PCO has been in accordance with 

government requirements. 
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Insurance 

In 2013–14 PCO was covered by the insurance arrangements for DPC. DPC has insurance cover for all 

major assets and significant risks, through the NSW Government self-insurance scheme (the NSW 

TMF). This includes full workers compensation, motor vehicle accident, property, liability and 

miscellaneous insurance cover. PCO will have its own insurance arrangements in place from 2014–15 

onwards. 

 

Legislation administered by PCO 

The Parliamentary Counsel has general administration of the Interpretation Act 1987 to ensure that 

it is sufficiently robust to support the drafting of legislation. The NSW legislation website is 

established under Part 6A of the Interpretation Act 1987 as the official NSW Government site for the 

official online publication of legislation and, following amendments to that Part in 2013, the 

Government Gazette.  

 

PCO also has general administration of the Subordinate Legislation Act 1989, which deals with the 

making of statutory rules and the issue of opinions by the Parliamentary Counsel that proposed 

statutory rules may legally be made. The Act also provides for the staged repeal of statutory rules 

following the fifth anniversary of their date of publication. PCO manages this Staged Repeal Sub-

program including drafting new instruments made under the Program. 

  

Overseas visits 

No overseas visits were undertaken by PCO staff during the 2013–14 year. 
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Section 5   Financial Statements 
 

The financial statements included in this report relate only to the period commencing 24 February 

2014 when PCO was established as a Public Service executive agency. 
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INDEPENDENT AUDITOR’S REPORT
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STATUTORY AUDIT REPORT
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STATEMENT BY THE PARLIAMENTARY COUNSEL PURSUANT TO THE 
PUBLIC FINANCE AND AUDIT ACT 1983 
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PCO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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Abbreviations used in this report 
 

AustLII—Australasian Legal Information Institute  

DPC—Department of Premier and Cabinet 

EEO—Equal Employment Opportunity 

EPI—Environmental Planning Instrument 

GIPA—Government Information (Public Access) Act 2009 

GIPAR—Government Information (Public Access) Regulation 2009 

GSE—Government Sector Employment Act 2013 

HTML—HyperText Markup language 

LEP—Local Environmental Plan 

PCC—Australasian Parliamentary Counsel’s Committee 

PCO—Parliamentary Counsel’s Office 

PPIP—Privacy and Personal Information Protection Act 1998 

SC—Senior Counsel 

SES—Senior Executive Service 

SGML—Standard Generalised Markup Language 

WHS—Work Health and Safety 

WRAPP—Waste Reduction and Purchasing Policy 

XML—Extensible Markup Language 
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